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He should perservere in the face of disappointment; patience should be his
chief virtue, and he must not construe lack of praise as evidence of failure,
remembering that Harvey in his time was regarded as a charlatan, and that medical
journals once refused to publish papers from the pen of James Mackenzie.
T'he journey of the research worker is often a companionless one. His voice
raised on behalf of anything that is new is perforce a lone one. It usually provokes
opposition and often derisive accusation of unorthodoxy from the many, support
from the few, and unreserved acclaim from none, but he should know that un-
covered truth cannot be silenced for ever, and draw his comfort from that.
Mackenzie once said that the history of medical discovery was in three phases.
When it is first announced, people will say it is not true. Later, when its truth
can no longer be denied, they will say it is unimportant. Ultimately, when its
importance has been established, they will say that anyhow it is not new.
The research worker digs for truth not for gold. He seeks neither profit,
promotion nor self-aggrandisement, and earns no reward save the satisfaction of
having uncovered something to aid his ailing fellow-man, and what greater reward
than this can anyone earn? None.
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THIS is one of a series of books intended for the reader with a lively curiosity about the
world around him and prepared to make a conscious effort to understand the thoughts and
achievements of specialists. It assumes no prior knowledge, and, while the expert may not
like the simplified expression of some ideas and concepts, it manages to convey some basic
information which may be of interest to many laymen. A really great book of this kind
may achieve a simplification which is a clarification of thought and is appreciated by those
working in allied field, but this book is for the layman only.
COMPANION TO "ILLUSTRATED PHYSIOLOGY". By Ann B. McNaughton,
M.B., B.Ch., Ph.D., M.I.Bol. (Pp. 248, 12s 6d.). Edinburgh and London:
E. & S. Livingstone, 1965.
UsmD in conjunction with the author's previously published Illustrated Physiology, this will
aid the junior student in biology, the nurse or other auxiliary to gain some knowledge of,
physiology. Both are well planned and designed to present basic data at an introductory level.
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